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2IOL0l1Y idID MEDICrnE 

RES2fa . ..9.CH ----
Biology 

Mammalian Genetics~-Data from a lOOO~r X~ray experimen on specific 
loci in rniceproduced adciit~cnal evidence that the mutation rate at this dose 
is lower th<'Jl expected;; s:-1 the hypotJ1esis of linearity~ from the 60C'"r rate 
previously determined_ The re:. tes for do3es lower than 600 r may be higher 
t'r:2r. expec teci from the 600 :c r<-1 te . Preliminary data from a 300~ experiment 
sh::w 2. c,otc.l of lb presumcc ;nutations at the seven loci testedJ in a total 
of 2J~OJ6 cffsprinrr examini:::d- n;is rate is slightly_, but nots· nificantly 3 

hi~l-ier tl~c.n e).._Tected on the hyrothesis of linear increase betwe 0 r and 600 r. 
Final conclusions on the shape of the curve must await the test· g of the mutants 
and the coJ.le~tion of rno:re c::'.~Jz. The ;.c O~r data support the mo t important 
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310LOOY .Alill MEDICI1IB (CONTDo) 

RESEARCH==CONTDa 

conclusion reached from the 6oO~r data? namely? that the induced mu 
in the mouse is approximately.one order of magnitude higher than the 

tion rate 
rates ob-

tained from similar experiments on Drosophilao 

Radiation Protection~-Studies on the release of material 
in the ultraviolet) from X~irradiated Escherichia coli. have shown 
phosphate concentration of the suspending medium hasan important i 
on this release of materialo In the absence of added phosphate or 
presence of relatively high concentrations~ this release is almost 
prevented" A~senate in proper ~oncentration antagonizes the releas 
f;. relationship between phosphorylation and the development of 11 leak 
irradiated cells is suggested by these datae 
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Purification of a factor from beef spleen which effects cterial 
recovery from irradiation has been attempted by using a 90 percent th.anal 
extraction of the hot water extract from homogenized decapsulated leeno 
A pool of this filtrate is being accumulated and dried by lyophili tion 
for use as source material for further purifi~ation by several me ods in
cluding solvent extractions charcoal adsorption 5 and chromatograph o Pre
liminary experiments wi t.11 adsorption on charcoal and elution with bsolute 
ethanol indicate that another several-fold purification may be ace mplished 

. ...-·< in a single stepo Experiments are in progress to determine if the partially 
_,. purified material is destroyed by ionizing radiationo 

Biochemist::.y:==The factor from hog kidney cortex respons 
great stimulation of luminescence in luminous bacterial extracts 
as palmitic aldehyde. The molecular weight of the 2sh=<linitrophe 
of kidney cortex factor was determined by its extinction per unit 
its identity was checked by mixed melting points with a synthetic 
the palmitic aldehyde derivative" 

Biophysics==Cali.bration of the fast neutron counting e 
the associated particle method using the D=D reaction with the ne 
Walton accelerator is about 70 percent complete" Good pulse=hei 
bub_:::n have been obtained and extrapolated values yield counting 
for the counter within about 8 percent of the published values .f 
merits of the same typeo Good agreement with the output of a sta 
Po=Be neutron source has been obtained. 

lfa!·!1 for Biolcg,y~=Daw:· obtained from mice exposed in 
weapons test in Nevada and frcf!l mice exposec to neutrons in the 
ind: cyclotron, Yiere Compared to provide n2utron dose estimates 0 

factory least squares fits wers computed for 'ooth sets of data 
these, dose estimates were derived. 
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The following problem has been solved (by numerical 
for the two~dimensional case~ It is required to compute that 
the total counts, registered by an immersion counter, which i 
radioactive material located at any given distance from the c 
results were computed for ,B ~particles in bone and compared w 
an approximate formulation available in the literatureo 
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Use of Radioisotope9 in Medicine--The Oak Ridge Ins itute of Nuclear 
Studies conducted a course in the techniques for using radio· otopes in medicin~ 
September 14~25. Enrollinent in the course totaled 122. 
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